
Empowering the Empath 
Week 1: Authentic Self Meditation  

 

 

In the first week you will learn the Authentic Self-Meditation. This meditation teaches you to 
embody YOUR energetic signature, your frequency. It will teach you to stay connected deeply into 
yourself when other energies and people are present. Many of the times we are easily knocked off or 
swayed by other people’s opinions, even by just their presence. This meditation will teach you to ground 
your energies into YOURSELF so you cannot be influenced by people, places, or things (unless you want 
to). It is the first step in taking back your power from your external environment which is always seeking 
to influence you and control your mind and actions. Through this meditation you will create an 
unshakeable Inner Self that you can always come back to when you feel shaken by the outside world. 
Through consistent and quality practice you will eventually learn to live within this space in your 
awareness.  

Powerpoint Lesson: Who and What the Empath is, How Spaces Control Us, Toning to your 
Vibrational Frequency, and Authentic Self Meditation  

Program Requirements: Authentic Self Meditation 30 minutes a day (15 mins in morning and 15 
mins in the evening) 

External Video Sources to Watch: Energetic Signature and Encountering Energies of the World  

Total Weekly Commitment: 4 Hours 

*This time includes the group hour work with me on Sunday, all exercises and meditations 
throughout the week, and any videos you’re given to watch.  

Mission Objectives:  

● You will develop the feeling for your energetic signature 
● You will understand how spaces, places, and people effect your energy 
● You will be able to notice when energies that aren’t yours come into your 

energy system 

 



Week 2: Surya Namaskar  

 

 

The Sun and the Moon are the two polarities that govern the human system. The sun is bright, 
alive, and active always taking ACTION while the moon is calm, passive, and observant, standing in silent 
WITNESS. The Sun represents our extroverted side of being human while the moon represents our 
introverted side.   After starting the authentic self-meditation in week 1, we will move into an embodied 
practice that will entrain your energies to take ACTION even in the face of doubt, worry, and anxiety. 
Many people do not take the necessary steps to action because they listen to the mind and its ongoing 
mental chatter. This simple yet powerful practice will take you into a space where you can be observant 
of the doubts and insecurities that the mind throws up but your actions will not be affected by them. In 
the body you will feel like you want to move forward yet in the mind you will remain passive and 
observant when doubts and insecurities arise. Essentially, this practice entrains your system to be 
DECISIVE even in the face of doubt. 

HAVE YOUR YOGA MATS READY! 

Powerpoint Lesson: The Upbringing and Background of the Empath, Surya Namaskar, Energetic 
Sensors, and the Callback Meditation 

Program Requirements: (30 minutes of Surya Namaskar (every other day) in the Morning and 
15 minutes of Authentic Self Meditation in the morning or at night)  

External Video Sources to Watch: Surya Namaskar Full Review, How the Sun and Moon govern 
us  

Total Weekly Commitment Time: (4 1/2 Hours) 

*Surya Namaskar is always done in the morning. 

 

Mission Objectives:  

● You will understand how Surya Namaskar effects your system directly 



● You will be able to perform at least 3 cycles of Surya Namaskar 

 

Week 3: Sukku Kriya  

 

 

In the third week we will learn a powerful process call Sukku Kriya. Kriya means internal action. 
Just as we take external action we also take internal actions too. Internal actions are fluctuations of the 
mind and emotions. When you think a certain way that is an internal action. When you emote a certain 
way that is another internal action. In the yogic tradition yogis have mastered their inner actions so 
much that they have control over their thoughts and emotions. If they want to feel bliss they can feel 
bliss at the snap of a finger. If they want to have happy thoughts they can have happy thoughts. They 
control their inner world to the same extent that we, in the West, have control and the ability to lift an 
arm or leg when we want to.  

Two systems govern us, the Parasympathetic and Sympathetic nervous systems. When the 
Parasympathetic nervous system activates we feel calm, relaxed, and lethargic it is the moon aspect of 
our existence. When the Sympathetic nervous system activates we feel alert, active, and engaged, it is 
the Sun aspect of our existence. The key is to finding and living in a happy medium in between where we 
can feel calm and relaxed yet alert and ready to take action. This practice well help you live in that 
middle space where you feel calm, relaxed, yet alert and ready to pounce. This is the state that a true 
master lives in. 

We will also go into the Physiology of the Empath and how the stomach operates as a place 
where we digest the emotions of people and places. I will teach you how to release these energies and 
push them into the “spiritual stomach” which will allow you to better move throughout your daily life 
with ease and flow. 

Powerpoint Lesson: The Spiritual Stomach, Spiritual Hygiene, and the physiology of the empath 

 (30 minutes Surya Namaskar every other day, 15 minutes of Authentic Self Meditation 
everyday, and 10 minutes of Sukku Kriya everyday) 



External Video Sources to Watch: The Play of Polarities, Sukku Kriya Review  

Total Commitment Time: (5 ½ hours) 

*Preferably practice Sukku Kriya in the middle of day 

Mission Objectives:  

● You will understand and be able to balance your nervous system through 
applying the technique of Sukku Kriya. 

● You will understand how the stomach digests the emotions of people, places, 
and other energies 

● You will be able to effectively digest excessive emotions in a healthy way 
through learning the Stomach Release Technique 

● You will learn how to apply daily spiritual hygiene practices to keep your energy 
clean  

● You will learn how to sense when energies come in and out of your energy 
system  

 

 

Week 4: Working with our Astral and Etheric Bodies 

  

In the fourth week you will learn an important 5 minute daily exercise that will teach you to 
place your Astral and your Etheric bodies in alignment and in the most advantageous position for you 
that day. There is much more to us then just our physical body. We have other bodies too but most 
people living in the world don’t have an awareness of these. Because they don’t have an awareness of 
them then they’re missing out on parts of their existence but also certain experiences and events that 
can deeply benefit them in the physical waking life. This simple yet 5 minute exercise will teach you to 
align your Astral and Etheric bodies so that your entire day flows with much more ease and grace 
reducing the amount of stress and anxiety, also known as friction, for that day. 

I will also teach you about how the astral and etheric realms work and flow into our daily 
experiences. The way that our bodies are aligned on those levels determines the way we experience life 



here in the physical. If we are out of alignment, then we will have trouble here in the physical and meet 
a lot of resistance. However, if we are aligned in the higher realms then everything else will trickle down 
into the physical in a smooth manner. 

Powerpoint Lesson: Sensing into the future, The Astral and Etheric Bodies, and Spiritual Breathe  

Program Requirements: (30 minutes of Surya Namaskar every other day, 15 minutes of 
Authentic Self-meditation everyday, 10 minutes of Sukku Kriya everyday, and 5 minutes of aligning your 
higher bodies in the morning everyday) 

External Video Sources to Watch: The Five Bodies of the Human System, Working on the Etheric 
and Astral Realms  

Total Weekly Time Commitment: (5 ½ Hours) 

Group Work Lesson: The Upbringing, Background, and Psychology of the Empath, Callback 
Meditation, Aligning the Astral and Etheric Exercise, Breath and Spirit are linked and the Breathe of Fire 

Mission Objectives:  

● You will learn how to callback your energies after they have been used and 
exerted in a certain way.  

● You will learn how to align your astral and etheric bodies so that your physical 
life can flow more smoothly 

● You will learn how to maintain your own spirit using the breath of fire technique 
● You will understand why your energies, as an empath, function the way they do 

based off of your past upbringing 
● You will understand how the five bodies of your human system interact with 

one another 


